PHOTOGRAPHY (AA.PHO)

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS

Program Outcomes: Upon successful completion of this program a student will be able to:
- demonstrate effective technical proficiency with film and digital media.
- structure visual information to produce images of intermediate level aesthetic quality.
- interpret and produce photographs that communicate intellectually and emotionally.
- demonstrate an intermediate knowledge of the history of photography.
- demonstrate an awareness of the influence of photography on the lives of individuals, cultures, and societies.

Required Major Courses (21 units)

- PHO-1 – Introduction to Photography 3.0
- PHO-2 – Beginning Black and White Photography 3.0
- PHO-3 – Advanced Photography Lab 3.0
- PHO-4 – Portfolio Photography 3.0
- ART-12A – Design 3.0
- ART-72 – Introduction to Digital Arts 3.0
- ART-80 – Intro to Digital Photography & Photographic Imaging 3.0

Major Electives A (Complete 3 units)

- ART-1A – Art History Survey I 3.0
- ART-1B – Art History Survey II 3.0
- ART-3 – Drawing and Composition 3.0

Major Electives B (Complete 3 units)

- ART-6A – Watercolor and Gouache 3.0
- ART-6B – Oils 3.0
- ART-6C – Acrylics 3.0
- ART-10 – Art Appreciation 3.0
- ART-70 – Graphic Design/Computer Graphics 3.0
- ART-71 – Introduction to 2D digital Illustration 3.0
- ART-77 – Introduction to Digital Video and Video Editing 3.0

SUBTOTAL: 27 UNITS

General Education – Required Courses

Students must complete one of the following General Education Plans:

HCCD GE (see page 66) MAT-123 or higher

- Natural Sciences
- Social & Behavioral Sciences
- Humanities
- Ethnic Groups in the US
- Language and Rationality

SUBTOTAL: 21 UNITS

Students can double-count required courses and courses for General Education

Electives (Courses Numbered 1-199) required when degree units plus GE units total fewer than 60.

TOTAL: 60 UNITS